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University Police Officers Save
Two Lives All in a Day’s Work
Tiani Rabb
Assistant News Editor
On a late November morning, the University Police Department received a call reporting a “non- responsive”
and “non-breathing” male
construction worker who appeared to have suffered a major heart episode in Partridge
Hall.
Police officers Ron DeWitt,
Jeff Struble and Andrew
Burde responded immediately and found that the man
had no heartbeat and was beginning to turn blue.
DeWitt and Burde began
CPR compressions and rescue breaths. After continuing this for five cycles and
approximately 15 minutes,
DeWitt and Burde was still
unresponsive. After the ineffective CPR, Struble cleared
all CPR and used an automated external defibrillator
(AED). The AED provided a
shock to the chest at which
point a pulse was detected
and the man began breathing
again.
DeWitt and Burde continued CPR until Emergency
Medical Services (EMS) arrived and took the man to
St. Joseph’s Hospital in Paterson. The patient underwent emergency surgery for
a heart defect and, according
to police, is recovering well.
“It made me feel honored
to help save a life, and while
it is part of what we do, I was
thankful in a way for my own
family and his family as well
as we sometimes take it for

Officers Ron DeWitt, Jeff Struble and Andrew Burde (not pictured) will receive the Life Saving Award from UPD.

granted that we never know
where the day will take us,”
DeWitt told The Montclarion.
DeWitt, Struble and Burde
will be honored with a Life
Saving Award from the University Police Department
for their helping the construction worker.
“Had it not been for the
efforts of these officers, this
man would have died,” said
Captain Keiran Barrett of

“We sometimes take it
for granted that we
never know where the
day will take us.”
- Officer Ron DeWitt of UPD

Carly Phelps | The Montclarion

UPD. “Their quick and decisive action saved a life.”
Dispatcher Sylvia Sims
will also be recognized for
her getting the officers to the
scene quickly. Without her,
none of these officer’s actions
would have been successful
or timely.
Later that day, Struble responded to another emergenUniversity Police continued on Page 3

The Dakota Access Pipeline
Discussion Continues

lines at Standing Rock and
shared his prayers and songs
to promote peace, strength
and guidance.
“There’s always a bigger picture,” Lees said, who
explained that the fight at
Standing Rock is very much
alive in the state of New Jersey, and it’s important to see
beyond what’s happening at
this Indian reservation. At
Standing Rock, more than
500 arrests have taken place
and 300 indigenous tribes
have joined the thousands of
“land protectors.”
Throughout the history of
the Dakota Access Pipeline
(DAPL) construction, the
people at Sacred Stone Camp
have remained peaceful,
while law enforcement has

Alexandra Clark
Assistant News Editor
“Mni Wiconi,” translated to
mean “Water is Life,” is the
motto of the movement at
the Sacred Stone Camp at the
Standing Rock Sioux Reservation in North and South
Dakota. Standing Rock, and
the Dakota Access Pipeline
project which has disturbed
graves and other religious
and historical sites, was the
subject for a panel held on
Nov. 29 at Montclair State
University, which sits on traditional Lenape homelands.
The panel was preceded
by a Lakota blessing and
song by Michael Lees, an adjunct professor of religion at
Montclair State. Lees, who
has a Lakota background,
has cousins out on the front-
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Dakota Access Pipeline: Panel Discusses the Movement
Continued from page 1

responded with attack dogs,
pepper spray, water cannons
in freezing temperatures, tear
gas and concussion grenades.
“Despite all of the odds, the
water protectors are remaining steadfast and courageous,”
said Matt Smith, organizer
for Food and Water Watch.
“We’re short on time but what
we’re long on is hope, and a
lot of that hope is coming right
from Standing Rock.”
Food and Water Watch is
a national non-profit whose
mission is to protect clean
drinking water, healthy food
and clean, sustainable energy
for all as basic human rights.
Food and Water Watch fights
to ban fracking, which poisons
drinking water and is a dan-

to find their own success.
Standing Rock has garnered
a lot of international media
attention, but not as much
coverage from U.S. media.
According to Dr. Mark Clatterbuck, associate professor
of religion, this is largely due
to media blockage in the U.S.
with local press portraying
the demonstrations as more
violent. This has led to less accurate information and education for people in the U.S. on
the subject of the DAPL and
how it’s affecting the Standing
Rock Sioux.
Chief Dwaine Perry of the
Ramapough Lunaape Nation
of New York and New Jersey
said the fight at Standing Rock
is very much alive in the state

we are going to survive going
forward here as human beings is, it’s got to be nonviolent,” Perry said. “It’s got to be
through prayer. It’s got to be
through understanding.”
Smith urged both students
and faculty to continue to
voice their opinions about
Standing Rock and other issues they find important to
stand up for.
“It’s like a muscle,” Smith
said. “If you don’t work it, it’ll
go away.”
Perry expressed the importance for people to show their
support for camps like Sacred
Stone and Split Rock. He asked
people to come visit, help improve their camp, plant their
flag and “put [their] stamp on

“Without drinking water, no
matter how much oil we are able to
pump into our cars or how many
temporary jobs these pipeline
companies promise…without [water]
everything else is meaningless.”
- Matt Smith, organizer for Food and Water Watch
ger to those at Standing Rock.
Smith urged people to take action in whatever way they can
in order to reclaim their right
to live on a healthy planet.
“Without drinking water,
no matter how much oil we
are able to pump into our
cars or how many temporary
jobs these pipeline companies
promise…without [water] everything else is meaningless,”
Smith said.
Standing Rock has empowered local communities, like
those in New Jersey, who
have been trying to fight giant corporations and pipeline
companies. It shows the possibilities of what resistance can
look like and what they can do

of New Jersey. Similar to the
Sacred Stone Camp at Standing Rock, Perry and the people
of the Ramapough Lenaape
Nation have formed the Split
Rock Prayer Camp to stop the
Algonquin Incremental Market (AIM) Pipeline that threatens both their people and their
land.
For the past two weeks,
they’ve been visited by police every day, and one officer threatened to shoot one of
their elders. For this reason,
and due to their own protocols
of having no guns, alcohol,
drugs or violence on the reservation at this camp, Perry said
they teach non-violent tactics.
“The only possible way that

the camp” to show the community and law enforcement
that these tribes are not alone.
The panel concluded with a
comment from Montclair State
student Jewel Boyd, a junior
psychology major, who expressed her gratitude to have
an event like this on campus
that addresses these issues.
“I felt ignorant and helpless
that I didn’t know these things
were going on in my own community,” Boyd said. “It makes
me want to do something. I actually want to go out and fight
and be on the right side of history.”

Red Hawk Rap Sheet
Monday, November 14
Basilone Hall: Students Tyler Magilo, 18, of Wayne, N.J.
and Isaiah Bembry, 18, of Cedar Grove, N.J. were arrested
and charged with possession
of marijuana. Both parties are
scheduled to appear in Little
Falls Municipal Court.

Friday, November 18
Sinatra Hall: Non-student
Brandon Bernard, 21, of
Roselle, N.J. was arrested
and charged with simple
assault and act of domestic
violence. Bernard is scheduled to appear in Passaic
County Superior Court.

Wednesday, November 16
Student Recreational Center: University Police officer visited the health center
to retrieve a sexual assault
kit from a jane doe victim.
At this time, the reporting
party has declined to pursue a criminal investigation.

Monday, November 21
Alice Paul Hall: A student
reported a sexual assault
incident. This case is under
investigation.

Thursday, November 17
Sprague Library: A student reported an incident
of criminal mischief. This
case is under investigation.

Tuesday, November 22
Sinatra Hall: Student Alexandra Cecere, 20, of Howell, N.J. was arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana and possession
of drug paraphernalia. Cecere is scheduled to appear
in Little Falls Municipal
Court.

Graphic by Claudia Habrahamshon
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Wednesday, November 23
Student Recreation Center: Students Maremi Obregon, 19, of Paramus, N.J.
and George Lamarche, 21,
of Jersey City, N.J. were
arrested and charged with
four counts of theft each
and four counts of unlawful use of credit cards each.
In addition, Obregon was
charged with possession
of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Both parties are scheduled
to appear in Passaic County
Superior Court.
Wednesday, November 23
Non-student Jordan Gregory, 25, of Montclair, N.J.
was arrested for an active
warrant from another jurisdiction. Once Gregory
posted his bail, he was released on his own recognizance.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents
is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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‘Safer Sex’ Promoted
to Honor National
AIDS Day

World Aids Day became the first global health day in 1988.

Dana Jarvis
News Editor
“Safer Sex is Sexy” is an annual string of events held by
the Office of Health Promotion to acknowledge World
AIDS Day.
Along with safer sex supplies and choosing to abstain
kits, students can also attend
events all week geared toward educating about practicing protected sex and how
to properly use contracep-

tives.
The week started off with
free HIV testing at the University Health Center followed by an information table
on “Masturbation Monday.”
Tuesday presented a
unique opportunity with the
revival of the popular “Sex
Toy Bingo.”
Wednesday in the Student
Center, people were invited
to test their knowledge of
condoms by deciding the difference between them with-

Radharani Martinez | The Montclarion

out the wrappers on.
At 6 p.m. Wayne Hoffman
an author on sex activism
spoke about AIDS and the
effect the disease has on politics, sex and public health.
To bookend the week, The
Safer Sex Olympics will be
held on today at the Student
Recreation Center. To find out
more about “Safer Sex is Sexy
Week” students can visit the
university website.

University Police: Officers
React Quickly to Campus
Medical Emergencies

Continued from page 1

cy situation, when a university employee was choking on
food. He applied the Heimlich
maneuver which dislodged
the food causing airway obstruction and, for the second
time that day, helped someone
who was in dire need of medical attention.
“Our officers take great
pride in their service to the
community when it comes to

emergencies and it is our hope
that people know the good
work that they do each and every day on this campus,” said
Barrett. “These may be unique
examples of life saving action,
but the women and men serving in this agency make a daily
effort to ensure this is a safe
environment that has a great
attention to response and decisive action.”

“These may be unique
examples of life saving
action, but the women
and men serving in this
agency make a daily
effort to ensure this is a
safe environment that
has a great attention to
response and
decisive action.”
- Captain Kieran Barrett,
spokesperson for UPD

This Week at Studio DIY: Yarn Kites

Other events like the DIY Yarn Kites are held at the Drop-in Center and can be found on Hawk Sync.

Claudia Velasquez | The Montclarion

Nouran Ibrahem
Contributing Writer
College can be stressful for
many students, especially during midterms and finals. With
an overwhelming amount of
work, students need a place
to unwind and forget about
the stresses of school and life.
Montclair State University has
events and activities every
week to help students unwind
and relax.
Every Wednesday, there are
DIY activities in the Drop -in
Center. The DIY activities allow students to make creative
crafts. Students get a chance
to meet new people and keep
themselves busy with this fun
activity.
The crafts range from making origami, vases, yarn kites,

picture frames and so much
more.
On Nov. 30, students went
to the Drop-in Center to express their creativity and relieve some stress by making
yarn kites.
“I’ve attended other DIY activities here before, said Ashley Aracena, a senior psychology major. “I’ve done canvas
painting and pumpkin decorating.”
There are many more events
to help students relax, some
are even targeted to help students de-stress before finals.
There are even events on safe
sex, how to sleep better and
other events aimed to help
students.

“I love it. I feel like I’m being creative which makes me
powerful,” said Lily Robinson
a senior philosophy major.
Students can access any upcoming event or activities being held at Monclair State by
logging onto their Hawk Sync
account. This program allows
students to view and RSVP for
the events.
Students also have the option of syncing the events they
are attending into their phone
calendar. They can also download the app called “Org Sync”
and select Montclair State and
log in. That way, students can
always stay informed and
have the latest events and activities right on their phone.

Radharani Martinez | The Montclarion
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How Commuting Undermines College Life

Aleksandra Mufceska | The Montclarion

Parking complaints have continued to carry from semester to semester.

Jetlir Rizvani is lucky if it
takes him an hour to commute to campus, but typically,
it takes him over 90 minutes.
Some days, he goes straight
from work to class, and can
only catch a few hours of sleep
because he spends three hours
of his day in his car.
“I wish I lived closer and had
more time for other fun stuff,”
said Rizvani, a senior justice
studies major who lives in Blairstown. “It’s not easy for me, but
I know hard work will pay off in
the end.”
Rizvani is not alone in his
struggle. Of 21,000 students
at Montclair State, a full twothirds are commuters, according to university statistics
from the spring of 2016. In an
age where more millennials
are staying at home, and gas

taxes are at an all-time high in
New Jersey, many Montclair
State students say that being
a commuter defines their college experience and often prevents them from having the
university life they imagined
for themselves.
Although commuting does
have financial benefits, a survey by The Montclarion of 192
Montclair State students and
interviews with a broad range
of students revealed that most
commuters are feeling a strain
on their college experience.
They rate themselves as being
generally uninvolved in campus life, forming friendships
with only other commuters,
and spending an excessive
amount of time commuting
back and forth to class.
“I spent two years not be-

Not All About the
Money
Commuting is without a
doubt cheaper than dorming,
even with the recent statewide gas tax increase from 14
to 37.5 cents per gallon, but
commuters say there is another price to pay: friendships are
harder, there is limited time to
be involved on campus and
even sleep is sacrificed for the
sake of commuting back and
forth. Students sometimes end
up asking themselves whether
the dollar savings were worth
it.
Commuters say they have
to deal with a slew of other
inconveniences that dormers
rarely experience. According

to The Montclarion’s survey,
70 percent of commuter students reported they travel
up to 30 minutes each way to
and from campus. In addition
to that, many commuters report that they spend an excess
amount of time on campus in
between classes and struggle
to stay involved in sports,
clubs and organizations.
Priscilla Meray, a junior
television production major,
argued, “I don’t have time to
hang out with people as long
as I could. I’m spending more
time studying than I am meeting people on campus.”

“I don’t have time to hang
out with people as long
as I could. I’m spending
more time studying than
I am meeting people
on campus.”

Aleksandra Mufceska| The Montclarion

ing involved in anything on
campus and just focusing on
school and working,” said
Massiel Ventura, a senior family and child studies major.

“It drained me out because
I didn’t have social support
around me.
“What’s hard about being a
commuter is having to travel

“ I’m a commuter
and I have no clue
what they are trying
to do to help me.”
- Ivan Bajceski,
senior justice studies major

back and forth so many times
a week,” added Ventura.
“Sometimes hanging out at
night isn’t convenient. During the day, I have nowhere
to settle if I have a break. If
I’ve spent a whole 12 hours
on campus, I might be tired at
night.”
The Montclair State administration is not unaware of
this problem. They have made
several initiatives to increase
involvement for all students,
but the understaffed commuter department is still trying to make its name known,
and their efforts often go unnoticed by the student body.
“I’m a commuter and I have
no clue what they are trying to
do to help me,” said Ivan Bajceski, a senior justice studies
major.

Stuck In-Between

A day in the life of a dormer.

What about the students
who have moved out of
their homes, but choose
to commute from housing
close to campus with their
friends?
Often, they are left out of
the binary scale of dormers
vs .commuters.
While they reap the benefits of living without rules

Luis Ari Lopez Wei| The Montclarion

and regulations, they must
also take responsibility for
things that commuters don’t
always have to deal with
when living with their parents, such as paying bills and
rent, grocery shopping and
taking care of their house.
These “halfsies” have to
deal with aspects of both
dorming and commuting,

compounding the issues they
face on an everyday basis.
“I would say it’s not the ideal situation because we’re like
a 10 minute drive from campus,” says Matthew Anders,
a junior who lives off campus
with his friends. “But I think
for Montclair, it’s possibly the
best you’re going to get.”

- Priscilla Meray, junior television
production major
A day in the life of a commuter.

Luis Ari Lopez Wei| The Montclarion
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This story was written by:
Victoria Testa, Victoria Campisi, Krista Cerminaro, Daniel Collins, Luis Lopez Wei,
Aleksandra Mufceska, Adrianne Natoli, Lucia Rubi Godoy and Hannah Wigandt

Finding Your
Lifelong Friends
Getting involved isn’t the only
thing that commuters struggle with
on a day-to-day basis. Many commuters report that they spend most
of their time with other commuters,
while dormers say that they typically
make friends with other dormers, according to The Montclarion’s survey
and student interviews.
And, even when commuters and
dormers form friendships with each
other, hardships are not uncommon.
Amina Abdelrahman and Bre’yana
Williams are good friends, but their
time spent together is often cut short
at the end of class when Abdelrahman, a junior communications stud-

There are over 15,000 commuters on campus.

ies major, goes to the parking garage
and Williams, a junior communications and media arts major, heads
back to her dorm.
“I feel like commuters can still make
friends with people who dorm, but
they often only hang out at school,”
said Abdelrahman. “Once I go home
for the day, I’ve got a lot of things to
do, so I don’t come back to school to
hang out.”
Williams added, “It kinda sucks getting to know someone and they’re a
commuter because you want to hang
out with them but can’t really do that
since they’re not on campus all the
time.”

Daniel Falkenheim| The Montclarion

Making a Go of It
Some commuters make time to join
organizations despite the demanding
nature of commuting. Sasha Guerra,
a senior justice studies major, joined
Delta Xi Delta, a sorority on campus,
so that she could feel a connection
with her college and classmates.
“I wanted to join a sorority so I
would have a strong connection with
something during my years here,
and I felt like I hadn’t found that at
[Montclair State] before joining,” said
Guerra.
As a resident of Lodi, which is
about 20 minutes away from campus,

Guerra feels her experience as a commuter is somewhat different, but it
does not take away from her connections with her sisters.
For Guerra, the hardest aspect of
commuting is making the time to attend events which conflict with her
schedule or require her to spend long
stretches of time on campus. “The
majority [of the events] are at night,”
she said, “and it sometimes conflicts
when I have a night class or when I
have class in the afternoon and then
have to come back at 10 or 11 [p.m.]
for an event.”

“If more commuters
went to games, it would
bring the attendance up,
which leads to a more
enthusiastic
environment.”
- Blasé Mantineo,
senior lacrosse player

Commuters at Montclair State are often so burdened
by the prospect of commuting that they struggle to
make close friends and get involved on campus.

Luis Ari Lopez Wei | The Montclarion

No School Spirit
Perhaps one of the biggest
aspects of life on campus that
commuter students are absent
from are sports and other major athletic events.
Students who have long days
of classes may have no interest
in getting involved with extracurricular activities, because
they say they have work to
do for classes and a long commute home.
The lack of school spirit caused
by an overwhelming burden
of commuting is apparent,
especially at sporting events
where it’s at its highest for other
schools.

Student athletes say they
would appreciate it if more
school spirit was promoted by
those not just living on campus, but by students who commute as well.
“If more commuters went
to games, it would bring the
attendance up, which leads to
a more enthusiastic environment,” said Blasé Mantineo, a
senior and lacrosse player. “It
would bring school spirit up
because more people would
be involved.”
Although the opportunities
are there for students to enjoy
the games, many commuters

say the commute takes its toll,
and other responsibilities, like
homework and working, keep
them from enjoying the fun on
campus.
“Being a commuter and
coming to school mainly for
studying and certain school
activities limits me from being able to go the games because my time away from the
classroom or a club would be
for work,” senior Kiarah Leite
said. “Commuting between
work and school, I think, gets
in the way of going to sports
activities because I’m not able
to fit that into my schedule.”

The University Takes Action
Montclair State University
established the Department
of Commuter Students Programs and Services to help
make the experience of commuting more manageable and
enjoyable.
Antonio Talamo was hired
earlier this semester as the
department’s new coordinator and envisions his office as
being a one-stop information
headquarters for the thousands of commuter students.
He said he wants to meet
students at freshman orientation and get them involved
in programs and activities at
Montclair State right from the
beginning.
“We want them to stay
here,” he said, “which is the
ultimate mission.”
He started with boosting his
office’s social media presence
and coordinating events such
as Commuter Appreciation
Week and the “Commuter
Corner” weekly podcast on
WMSC.
“I’m working with parking services to come up with

a comprehensive car-pooling
program that is incentivized,”
Talamo said. “There is one developed, but no one ever uses
it because there is no incentive
to it.”
The office has an open
door policy, which allows all
students to walk in and offer
ideas, voice concerns and get
answers for their questions.
“The car-pooling program
actually came from a commuter student,” he said. “He just
walked in here one day, had
no idea who I was, and said,
‘I have an idea.’”
Talamo’s target goal is to
change the notion that commuters are different from
resident students. He rebuts
the continual narrative by
the commuter students with,
“If you want it to be fun, you
have to be a part of it.”
“We don’t hide from the issues,” said Talamo. “We know
we have them. We just want
to attack the issues. If the students don’t know it, it is our
job to get them to know it.”

Antonio Talamo has coordinated events like Commuter Appreciation Week
and the “Commuter Corner” weekly podcast.

Luis Ari Lopez Wei | The Montclarion
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Montclair State Reiterates:
We All Have 'ReelAbilities'
Carlie Madlinger
Contributing Writer
A week after speaking at
Montclair State as part of the
ReelAbilities Film Festival,
performer and humanitarian
Ali Stroker said how important
it is for disabled people to be
represented on screen.
“When I was a little girl I
would look on TV and on stage
and in movies for people that
looked like me,” said Stroker.
“There really weren't many
women with disabilities being
represented and that affected
the way that I saw myself in
the world. I think the entertainment industry is very powerful because it mirrors who and
what we are in society, and if
we can create more representation, I believe that some of the
fear in the real world can be diminished.”
Stroker, who was in a car accident when she was 2 years
old, said, “I have found that
my greatest insecurity, which
was being in a wheelchair and
having this spinal cord injury,
has become my greatest opportunity. Something that you
resist in yourself can be the
greatest gift in the world.”
For the third consecutive
year, Montclair State hosted
the ReelAbilities Film Festival
on Nov. 1-3. A film was played
each night, followed by a discussion which focused on an
impaired individual and how
they overcame the challenges
that came with their disability.
These presentations coincided with the festival's mission,
which is to “explore, embrace
and celebrate the diversity
of our shared human experience.” Since its debut in 2007 at
the Jewish Community Center
in Manhattan, the first disabilities festival of its kind has expanded to 15 cities, including
Montclair, N.J.
A broad spectrum of impairments, such as blindness, learning disabilities and
down syndrome, have been
discussed at ReelAbilities for
nearly a decade of its existence.

Kaitlin Fitzpatrick, assistant director for ReelAbilities: Montclair and a student
in Montclair State's graduate
program for speech language
pathology, said, “ReelAbilities’ goal is to challenge the
assumptions that individuals
have about people who are
differently-abled."
She continued, "I think it is
important to be held at Montclair State University because
it is intended to be educational and a university is a place
where people go to broaden
their minds and knowledge,
so it seems fitting. The university is also a great place for
students and members of the
community to come together
on common ground.”
Fran Prezant, a professor in
the department of communication sciences and disorders
and the managing director of
ReelAbilities: Montclair, said,
“I think students should attend
ReelAbilities because if you are
going into any profession, having any life, interacting with
people in any way, you have
the potential to be a life-changing agent.”
On Nov. 2, the film "Margarita with a Straw," which revolves around a young woman
with cerebral palsy who embarks on a journey of self-discovery as she leaves her home
in India to study at New York
University, was played to a diverse audience. In attendance
were Montclair State students,
with and without disabilities,
professors and people who
were just curious to see what
ReelAbilities was all about.
“It brought me to tears. It
was very emotional,” said Olivia Park, a senior majoring
in linguistics and a ReelAbilities volunteer. The film resonated with the recent passing
of Park’s boyfriend's nephew
who, like the protagonist in the
film, had cerebral palsy. Park,
holding back tears, said, “He
was so young. Seeing a kid like
that is heartbreaking.”
Inspired by ReelAbilities
and impaired individuals,

Ali Stroker after a riveting discussion at ReelAbilities: Montclair.

Park said she plans to get more
involved in the disabled community.
“I tutored someone in high
school who had ADD," she
explained. "His mom didn't
put him on medication, but at
the end of our session he was
able to get those ticks out of
the way. I told John, ‘You have
made me a better person because I was able to help you.’”
As a transfer student, Park
said, “I see a difference of stu-

dents who are disabled and
how they are treated just as
any other student versus at
community college, people
would still pick on them. At
Montclair, everyone seems to
be more alert and accepting
of students who have disabilities.”
Erika Christensen, a senior
majoring in linguistics and a
ReelAbilities volunteer, said,
“I had Professor Prezant when
I was a sophomore, and she is

Carlie Madlinger | The Montclarion

so invested with ReelAbilities.
I went two years ago to one
movie and I totally fell in love
with it. It showed me a new aspect to people with disabilities
that I never really knew."
She concluded, "People with
disabilities can do everything
that we do and we need to
stop putting limits on them,
because they can accomplish
just as much as we can, even
more.”

"I have found that
my greatest
insecurity, which
was being in a
wheelchair and
having this spinal
cord injury, has
become my
greatest
opportunity."
Managing director of ReelAbilities: Montclair, Fran Prezant (left),
and assistant director for ReelAbilities: Montclair, Kaitlin Fitzpatrick (right), on their way to the reception after a successful second
night of the festival.

Carlie Madlinger | The Montclarion

-Ali Stroker, actress and speaker
for ReelAbilities: Montclair
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earn credits wherever you roam
even if that’s home
online and hybrid courses available

WINTER
SESSION 2

17

DECEMBER 23, 2016 – JANUARY 13, 2017

register now at montclair.edu/winter
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The Montclairitis:
A Weekly Food Review by Tunmise Odufuye

Ah' Pizz pizza topped with breaded chicken cutlet.

Tunmise Odufuye | The Montclarion

••• Ah'

Pizz

•••

Capo d’opera.
New Jersey is notorious for
a slew of things. We are the
“Garden State” with our water
being the color green. If you
don’t know “Bruce,” please
move to New York. Two New
York football teams rented our
stadium, but we don’t have one
for ourselves. "Boardwalk Empire" and "The Sopranos" show
us highly praised mafia recognition. Atlantic City smells like
it belongs to Philly. “Water”
is “wader.” Oh, and we have
Majin Buu as governor. But if
there’s one thing that we strive
to preserve, it is the boastful
right to the state with the best
pizza. This is not an argument,
Chicago. We are simply the
best pizza state, hands down.
Now, with prestige comes
responsibility and accountability. Every pizzeria in the state
must be held to beyond unprecedented standards: How
you deliver the pizza in style.
How your pizzeria pays homage to its Italian roots. The
sauce. No one forgets or forgives the sauce. The cheese.
Need I say more?
A thirst to deliver the best
quality pizza to New Jersey
residents permeates vividly
among pizzerias around the
swamp state, as if pizzeria owners are congregating in Tony
Soprano’s basement, pledging
oaths to give their blood, sweat
and tears to every sauce spread
and mozzarella sprinkled onto
our wonderful circular-shaped
dough.
To flat-line my hunger and
legitimize my claim of fabulous pizza coming out of New
Jersey, I stumbled upon Ah’
Pizz, an Italian brick oven establishment. Now, judging by
their name and the fact that
they have a brick oven, expectations are quite high, but not
maxed out yet. They didn’t
start to reach peak levels until I
saw that the prices were similar
to New York dining prices and
the entire menu was in Italian.
Sweet! Now, the expectations
are out of this world. How
would this place fair against
my sharp criticism of human

Every pizza at Ah' Pizz is made with fresh crushed tomato sauce, melted buffalo mozzarella and grape tomatoes.

necessity (food)? I will simply
say it shattered them.
Ah’ Pizz is modern prestige soaked in Italian royalty.
If you find a way to escape the
clutches of Montclair State’s
vibrant campus and “It’s All
Here” and no parking contradictory, you will find this place
lovely to dine out with friends
and loved ones at night. I say
night because by the time
you walk to your respective
parking deck, play “Where’s
Waldo” with your car remote,
find yourself in campus traffic,
scream at your steering wheel
while in said traffic and finally
make it off the campus’ only
exit, it will be pitch black outside.
For the interior, Ah’ Pizz
kept it modern but with an
Italian flare. Nutella is showcased over the curved counters. Seating arrangements
primarily consist of two wood

polished tables put together to
house four people. This place
is meant for your family and
friends.
Now, for the pizza. Ordering the Ah’ Pizz felt like a
safe choice. With authenticity
comes caveats in a restaurant
and one of them was that the
menu was nearly in all Italian. I used Google to eliminate
choices I thought were unfit for
my appetite and eventually decided on the flagship pizza, the
Ah’ Pizz.
The Ah’ Pizz, a 12” pizza
pie with fresh crushed tomato
sauce, melted buffalo mozzarella and grape tomatoes, is
the homage salute to the Italian
bloodline that runs deep within Ah’ Pizz. (The name gives
that away too.) Because premium chicken never seems to
escape my mind, I instinctively
added breaded chicken cutlet
to my Ah’ Pizz. The admira-

tion for such originality when
it comes to pizza makes me
wonder why I actually spent
$7.99 on a Dominos carry out
personal pie in my life. If Ah’
Pizz is the true pizza pioneer,
I have been duped by the red,
white and blue domino logo.
When the pie actually came
out for the tasting, it was instant gratification. The optimal
temperature allowed me to dig
right in. The pizza was soft,
even foldable. No tongue cutting or gum tearing involved.
The mozzarella really stood
out. I can almost say it made
the entire dish. I'm not really
a huge fan of grape tomatoes
due to the size and taste, but
the mozzarella concealed the
acidic taste for me, and it was
barely noticeable.
The breaded chicken cutlet
came at a price of $4 but that is
$4 I would spend again. There
is nothing like a lovely topping

Tunmise Odufuye | The Montclarion

of premium chicken to seal the
deal during dinnertime. Oh,
and for all you who usually
leave the crust dangling on the
plate as you bounce from pizza
triangle to pizza triangle, by the
time you’re done the Ah' Pizz,
all of it will be gone because the
crust doesn’t try to be fancy; it
synchronizes smoothly with
the overall frame of the pizza.
Pizza runs rampant within
the depths of suburbia in New
Jersey. You can truly get lost in
the sauce if you’re not careful
with your pizza consumption.
Although New Jersey offers an
array of proven pizzeria establishments, only a few represent
Italian originality perfectly.
Ah’ Pizz has mastered this craft
thoroughly, and it is never too
late to find out for yourself.
Ah' Pizz is located at 7 North
Willow Street, Montclair, NJ
07042.
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COLLEGE OF THE ARTS

December
John J. Cali School of Music

MSU Symphonic Band MSU Singers
MSU Campus Band
MSU Chorale
Thomas McCauley and Shelley Axelson, Conductors

Heather J. Buchanan, Conductor | Steven W. Ryan, Accompanist

December 1 @ 7:30 p.m.

December 3 @ 8 p.m.

Alexander Kasser Theater

Alexander Kasser Theater

MSU Opera Workshop

An Afternoon of
Chamber Music

Ravel’s L’Enfant et les sortilèges
PREVIEW
Jeffrey Gall, Director | Dmitri Korneev, Piano

December 4 @ 3 p.m.

Alexander Kasser Theater

December 2 @ 7:30 p.m.

Alexander Kasser Theater

Up Next:
John J. Cali School of Music | Department of Theatre and Dance

The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee

Conceived by Rebecca Feldman | Music and Lyrics by William Finn
Book by Rachel Sheinkin | Additional Material by Jay Reiss | Directed by Robin Levine
Music Direction by Sarah Brett England

No charge for Montclair State
undergrads; all others $15!

December 7, 8 & 9 @ 7:30 p.m., December 10 @ 2 & 8 p.m.
December 11 @ 2 p.m.

L. Howard Fox Theatre

973-655-5112 | peakperfs.org
Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck
Photo: Montclair State University/Mike Peters
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A student holds the leaves she decorated.

Paint and markers were available for the students to decorate their crafts.

DIY: Thanksgiving Day Crafts

Montclair State students paint leaves for a Thanksgiving craft.

Montclair State students gathered in the Drop-In Center
a day before Thanksgiving break for a fun and stress-free
craft.
On the cold and windy day, the little red cottage next to
the Student Center opened its doors for everyone to enjoy
a relaxing time in a warm environment. A small room with
two large tables topped with watercolors and markers were
at the students’ disposal, as each was given leaves to color.
Each student took their time coloring their leaves as they
chatted with friends about their plans over their break. Upon
leaving, every student had different and unique leaves with
strings to hang up to help get into the holiday spirit.

Photos by Chanila German

A student painting on her leaves with watercolors.

themontclarion.org
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“In America, the President reigns for four years,
but Journalism governs forever.”– Oscar Wilde

WRITERS

WANTED

FOR: NEWS

FEATURE
ENTERTAINMENT
OPINION
SPORTS

Come Help Us Out!
Room
113113
Student
Room
StudentCenter
CenterAnnex
Annex
in Upper
Montclair,
NJ
in Upper
Montclair,
NJ07043
07043
Phone 973.655.5230

Phone 973.655.5230
Fax Fax
973.655.7804
973.655.7804
E-mail
Montclarionchief@gmail.com
E-mail
Montclarionchief@gmail.com

E-mail MontEditor@gmail.com
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Classifieds

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

CLASSIFIEDS
Looking for After-School Help? Babysitters? Part-Timers?
Place your Classified Ad right here in The Montclarion. Low
one-time Rate & Extended exposure. Proven Results. Book
your classified NOW! For info Email: MontclarionAdSales@
gmail.com or call Don Spielvogel (973) 655-5237 or (215)
860-5533

$200.00 / WK – AFTER SCHOOL BABYSITTER NEEDED,
MONTCLAIR
Need an after school sitter starting Sept. 13 for our three children
ages 3-1/2 – 5. Tues – Thurs, 3-6 pm. You will drive our minivan
to pick them up from school. Looking for someone very reliable.
Please email: kgrayrock@gmail.com. $200 per week.

$15-20 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL BABY SITTER FOR 12 & 10
YR OLD, MONTCLAIR
Montclair family is seeking a reliable after-school nanny /
sitter – 3:00-8:00 PM (some flexibility). Job includes picking
up kids from school and/or driving to activities or play dates,
meal planning and preparation for kids, keeping kitchen
clean, helping kids with homework & doing their chores,light
kid laundry. May include occasional errands related to kids,
scheduling play dates, etc. Need own car with clean driving
record. Looking for someone who is well organized, responsible and fun. Start: ASAP Email: Bigb@siteny.com
MAKE EXTRA MONEY, MONTCLAIR
Looking to Make EXTRA $$$ No Base, great commissions.
Connect us with new potential companies wanting Tech
Service & Solutions. Interested? Send Resume & Cover Letter
to: Earnextracash@jmor.com.
LOOKING FOR INTERNS, PAID & UNPAID, MONTCLAIR
Looking for paid & unpaid Interns to do Social Media Marketing! And office mailings. If interested send Cover Letter and
Resume to
Internships@Jmor.com.
DATE NIGHT/AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER NEEDED, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking an occasional sitter for my 11-year-old son, especially
Saturday evenings (usually 6-8:30) and some weekdays
(flexible) after school (starting around 2:30). I’d love to find
someone upbeat & fun who has experience in education /
working with kids with special needs. Also, my son adores
video games & creating computer animation, so an interest in
those things is a plus! Must be comfortable with cats & dogs
and strong enough to walk our sweet (and strong) French
bulldog.
Please contact me at vanessavozar@gmail.com.
$120.00 / WK, AFTER-SCHOOL DRIVER NEEDED,
MONTCLAIR
After-school driver needed for our 2 children, ages 13 & 15.
$120 / week – All driving is local – to and from activities,
some of which change weekly. Must have own car and clean
driving record, be super responsible and flexible. Driving
needed for entire school year. If interested, please email:
abramsliza@gmail.com
AFTER-SCHOOL BABYSITTER NEEDED, MONTCLAIR
After school sitter needed starting mid-Sept for our 10 yearold daughter. Mon, Tues, Thurs & Fri, 3-6 pm. Responsibilities
include: School pick up, light help with homework, prepare
dinner, and drive (incl. carpool) to gymnastics practice in
Woodland Park. Sitter must have own car and clean driving
record. If interested, please email: Edinajung@gmail.com.

P/T SITTER/HOMEWORK HELP FOR TEENS, AFTER
SCHOOL, MONTCLAIR
Looking for a smart, reliable, fun after-school sitter for our two
teens (13 & 15). We need someone Mon– Fri from around 3-5:30
(hours can be a bit flexible) to drive them to & from various
after-school activities / appointments. You will also need to help
motivate the 8th grader with attention issues to do his homework.
Exp. w /algebra, and other middle school subjects a big plus. We
are 5 minutes from MSU & have a third floor living area we would
exchange for childcare. We will also pay hourly or some combination, if that’s your preference. References and experience required.
Will exchange for room/third floor of house, or hourly pay! Close
to MSU. Please email me at KerriHK@yahoo.com.
P/T BABYSITTER FOR 2 WONDERFUL GIRLS, MONTCLAIR
We are looking for a part-time babysitter for our two girls (10 &
7-1/2). The position, beginning in September, will be 20-25 hours
per week, Mon-Thurs (Fridays off), 7:45-8:45 am, getting the girls
off to school, and 2:45-7:00 pm. We have flexibility with the morning hours. The schedule is ideal for a student! In the afternoons,
we need someone to take the girls to their after-school activities
(including carpools), help w/ homework & prepare dinner for the
girls (nothing fancy). Driving is a must & we will provide a car.
Please Email: Marci at Kokalas1121@yahoo.com.
P/T BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR SCHOOL YEAR, MONTCLAIR
Seeking a caring and responsible sitter, w / car & safe driving
record, for mornings & afternoons in the upcoming school year.
7-9 am & 4-6 pm, four days per week for our 9 year-old son & 12
year-old daughter. We have a bright, beautiful extra bedroom in
our home – on it’s own floor – and would love to find someone
interested in using the room (as an office/studio or as a live-in situation) in exchange for childcare. We are also very open to paying a
wonderful someone INSTEAD of doing a room exchange. Duties
would include light meal preparation (breakfast & after school
snack) and clean up afterwards, driving to afternoon activities &
light homework help. Both children are responsible & able to care
for themselves in most ways. We are hoping for someone who
brings a loving & fun presence to their mornings & afternoons.
Please Email: Lisa at Lisamerill@hotmail.com. Room Exchange or
For Pay!
ART STUDENTS! WHO’D LIKE TO DO A PAID INTERNSHIP
WITH A RENOWNED ARTIST?, MONTCLAIR
Looking for a student of the Fine Arts to assist in the home studio
& warehouse of an artist, author, playwright, filmmaker relocating
from NYC to Montclair. Schedule is flexible, but looking for availability approx. 15 hours / week. Salary is negotiable. Duties would
include photographing & cataloguing paintings, computer work ,
transcribing scripts, assisting in studio, and in production of digital
interview show. Must be tech savvy (Mac), personable, efficient
and have a passion for the arts! Start date August 1st. Please
forward resume and cover to info@modat.tv and please use “JRP
JOB” in subject line.

AFTERNOON SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
We are seeking an afternoon sitter 3 days/week, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday from 3:00 – 6:00 pm. We have three
children, 11, 8, 4 and a
dog. Sitter must be able to drive & have a clean driving record.
Afternoons will consist of homework help, driving to activities, occasional playdates and tidying up. If you are interested,
please email: Lonergana@gtlaw.com.

$15 / HR, P/T BABYSITTER, GLEN RIDGE
We’re looking for a part-time babysitter for our 20-month-old son.
Ideal hours are 3 to 6 pm, Mon-Thurs. Start ASAP. Looking for a
fun & energetic person to play with my son while I run errands,
etc. Must be able to provide own transportation. Education Major
a big plus. If interested, please email Ashley:
Ashley.A.Owen@gmail.com.

$200 / WEEK AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking an After-School Sitter Beginning 9/12, Mon, Wed,
Thurs, 3-6 pm w / flexibility. Responsibilities include: Receiving 10 year-old from school van that drops at our home,
Overseeing homework, Occasional driving to after school
activities for 10 year-old & siblings, 17 & 14. Walking distance
to MSU. Good opportunity for education students interested
in working with children with learning disabilities. Email:
Pamelagoldsteen@gmail.com.

SEEKING EDUCATION STUDENT, P/T SITTER, MONTCLAIR
Want to pick a seasoned teacher’s brain while caring for her
children in her home? Energetic, sensible, and pretty fun sitter
needed for part time work. No driving required, but must provide
own transportation to & from the house. We are within walking
distance of the Train. Guaranteed 10 hours a week but may be
more as agreed upon. Email: Laurenq.Griffin@gmail.com.

Help Wanted
$15/HR, AFTER PRESCHOOL & EARLY EVENING
CHILD CARE, BLOOMFIELD
Monday to Friday; 2.30 to 5.30 pm, Start Date: Immediate.
Looking for energetic, flexible and upbeat person to take care
of our three-year old daughter and help out with light housekeeping. Days and time can be flexible for the right person.
Some late evenings – ending at 8.30pm – would be necessary
after January. Two important requirements: 1. Must have
clean driving record and own transport to pick up child from
preschool in Montclair; and 2. Must enjoy being with a child,
and know how to be super engaging, loving and alert with a
three-year old. If interested please email Lauhona:
Lauhonaganguly@gmail.com.
TEACHING FELLOWSHIP AVAILABLE, WOODROW
WILSON NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION
If you love science or math, help kids learn to love it too.
Apply here: Woodrow.org/STEM
NANNY NEEDED, MONTCLAIR
We are very excited to be moving to downtown Montclair
with our two sons, 14 & 12 yrs old, by mid July. Seeking an
energetic & engaged caregiver who could work from 10 am –
7 pm over the summer and then 2.30 – 7:00 during the school
year. We need someone who will be able to drive them to
activities in nearby towns, do basic clean up & laundry for
them, prepare & clean up dinner and oversee homework as
needed when the school year begins. Well behaved, fun &
easy kids. References on previous employment & driving record required. Looking forward to hearing from interested &
qualified candidates. Please contact me at Suzy.Wakefield@
yahoo.com.
$20 / HR TUTOR NEEDED, NORTH BERGEN
Looking for a tutor, for my 13 year old daughter in 8th grade.
Wonderful personality very easy going. Proficiency in math
and science preferred. Start ASAP. Hours are flexible, and
travel to North Bergen on River Road may be necessary,
however all is workable, including days of week or weekends. Twice a week or three times a week, whatever works
best. At least 2 hours to 3 each session.
Email: Flopezca@yahoo.com.
$15-20 / HR, MOTHER’S HELPER / OCCASIONAL
BABYSITTER, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking energetic & reliable person with a flexible schedule
to help care for our 8 month old daughter. The position
would begin immediately and would entail watching her
in our home while I am there. We would need someone 2-3
days a week for approx. 3-5 hours a day. There will also be
occasional overnight help needed. Start: ASAP! Experience
with infants and references required. Education Major a
plus!
Email resume to: Greta.veledevilla@gmail.com.
WRITERS, MONTCLAIR
Position will include writing articles on a weekly basis to
enhance The Montclair Dispatch’s editorial team. This position is perfect for individuals, especially college students,
interested in pursing a career in Journalism and / or MediaRelated Majors. Email resume & cover letter to:
NewsDesk@MontclairDispatch.com and visit MontclairDispatch.com for more information.

themontclarion.org

Help Wanted/ For Rent
AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
We’re looking for an after-school sitter Monday–Friday
3 – 6:30pm / Can be 4 days a week for the right candidate.
Responsibilities include, picking up kids from school, helping
with homework and driving them to their after-school activities. Must be “dog friendly”. Two kids, 8 & 6 years old.
Email: ceng01@gmail.com
AFTER-SCHOOL BABYSITTER NEEDED, CEDAR
GROVE
After school sitter needed starting Sept 12 for our 2 kids (8 &
11), 2:40-4:30 pm. Responsibilities include: School pick up &
light help with homework. Sitter must have own car and clean
driving record. If interested, please
Email: lynnieg30@gmail.com.
LOOKING FOR AFTER-SCHOOL BABYSITTER,
BLOOMFIELD
We are looking for a part-time sitter to look after our three
adorable boys, ages 5, 7, and 9, a few days a week after school
between the hours of 3:15 pm and 6 or 7 pm depending on the
day. Exact days to be determined. Main responsibility will be
to drive the children to various after-school activities, ensure
homework is done, and feed the children dinner which will already be prepared and ready-to-serve. Must be fully licensed
to drive and have a clean record, and previous childcare
experience would be great, but is not essential. Please contact
Katherine at krdelaney75@gmail.com.
$15 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL & EARLY EVENING CHILD
CARE, MONTCLAIR
Monday- Thursday, 2 – 6:30 pm, Start date – ASAP…
Looking for energetic, flexible and upbeat person to manage
my house in the afternoons. Three great kids (middle school
& high school) who need meals & driving to practices & other
activities. Household duties include laundry and light housekeeping. Located in convenient part of Montclair. Promise
– you will love the kids! If interested, please call or text Nancy
at (973) 757-5554.
$15 / HR, BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Looking for a reliable, responsible & energetic sitter for our 21
month-old son. Two afternoons per week (days flexible) while
we are home, and potential for other occasional days & nights.
Experience with infants & toddlers a must. Immediate start.
Please email your information to: Lauren1039@mac.com.
ROOM RENTALS & PARKING
SAVE $$$ – ROOM RENTALS ACROSS FROM MSU
Female students: Summer and / or Fall Room Rentals 2016
school year. Furnished – across from campus. Internet
included. Singles or shared. Available June & Sept. Call: (973)
778-1504.
OFF-STREET PARKING
Reasonable Off-Street Parking, M-F. Only 3 mins. walk to
MSU Bridge & Shuttle! Call (973) 819-0334, Sun-Sat, 5am-8pm
ONLY.

$15 / HR, P/T BABY-SITTER, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Upper Montclair family is seeking a baby-sitter who is able
to watch our 3 children on a part-time, as-needed basis.
Hours will not be consistent. Probably a couple of Saturday
evening / nights a month & potential other days / nights
as needed. Sitter will not always be watching all 3 children
at once. We have two boys (9 yrs) with special needs & a 14
month-old daughter. Care for the boys is not difficult. Children will usually be in bed on Saturday evenings when sitter
is here. Walking distance from MSU. For more information
or questions, and to apply
Email: Jennynolan11@gmail.com.

LOVE TO DRAW?
Submit your comics/cartoons
to The Montclarion at
msuproduction@gmail.com
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Collegiate Freedoms

M

ontclair State University boasts an inclusive campus, where students and faculty
have the opportunity to come
together to exchange ideologies
among minds. Montclair State’s
mission statement boasts that
“all the university programs
will develop in students the
ability to discover, create, evaluate, apply and share knowledge in a climate characterized
by tolerance and openness in
exploration in ideas.”
These are the values that
Montclair State students and
faculty have come to expect
within higher education. While
many other institutions of higher education hold similar values
of inclusiveness and openness,
there are organizations, like

Turning Point USA (TPUSA),
trying to destroy these important values.
The conservative organization
for young people, TPUSA has
created a Professor Watchlist.
TPUSA claims that they have
created the watchlist in order to
“expose and document college
professors who discriminate
against conservative students
and advance leftist propaganda
in the classroom.” By collecting the names of professors and
their quotes, TPUSA has created a lengthy list of professors
teaching around the country.
While TPUSA’s website claims
to “fight for free speech and the
right for professors to say whatever they wish,” they are doing
the complete opposite. Through

the Professor Watchlist, TPUSA
hopes to spread the names and
incidents involving professors
who advance radical agendas
in lecture halls.
One of these Watchlist professors from Rutgers University
told the Star Ledger that while
he has his own views and style
of teaching in the classroom,
he allows all of his students to
voice their own ideas, regardless if they contradict his, with
impunity.
The list itself undermines
the encyclopedic union of
minds that higher education
has strived to promote since its
inception. It picks out professors who vocalize controversial
ideas within their own classrooms, opinions TPUSA deems

Thumbs Up
Soccer clubs from around the
world promise to loan players
to Brazilian team

erroneous and discriminatory,
and makes it seem as though
the professors impose their
ideas on their students.
As the one professor demonstrated, that is not the case at
all. While there are professors
with extremely controversial
values and ideas on the list,
there are some whose views are
much more mild and simply
contradict conservative views.
Singling them out for their
views goes against the freedom
of speech. It makes it seem like
the professors are not allowed
to have these opinions because
they are not in line with conservatives.
Universities, colleges and
academia all revolve around
discourse. That is how ideolo-

gies are exchanged. Discourse
can happen in a classroom with
people, faculty and students of
different opinions and views.
The professors’ opinions do not
have to align with that of the
students, and that is the beauty
of higher education.
That is where students have
the chance to learn of a different view point and defend their
own. This Professor Watchlist
threatens that space that many
universities have worked to
create, and might foreshadow a
much darker academic climate
for higher education in the future.

Thumbs Down
71 people die in charter plane
crash en route to Colombia
Tennessee wildfires

Holiday season

Ohio State attack

Kermit the frog memes

Campus
Voices:
Would you take
a class
knowing the
professor
has a very
different view?

“Yes, because I like to get different perspectives, even on
topics that I feel very strongly
about. If a teacher had a different view on it, I would like
to get their perspective on it
and compare it to mine.”
- Brandon Myrick,
Sophomore,
Undeclared

“I would still take that class
because what really matters
is my education. What matters is if that professor is a
credible teacher and teaches
a good lesson. I will still take
the class regardless of their
views.”
- Caitlin Driscoll,
Freshman,
Music Therapy

“Maybe. If it was a class that
was required for my major, I
probably wouldn’t take it. If
it was a Gen Ed class, I would
just take a different course.”
-David Pontrella,
Freshman,
Psychology

“Yes, because I like getting
different opinions from people. I don’t like just seeing
people with my opinion. I
think it is interesting to see
what other people think. ”
-Alisandra Atsma,
Junior,
English
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The Trump Administration Goes To School
Trump’s pick to lead Education Department unsurprisingly draws divisive reactions

A

s
s e e n
throughout
the first few
weeks after
the election
NICHOLAS DA
of Donald
SILVA
Trump as
COLUMNIST
the
new
president of
the United States, whatever he
says or does will be met with
a fiery uproar of controversy
and backlash. So it comes as
no surprise that many political
officials have been divided by
the president-elect’s decision
to appoint Republican activist
Betsy DeVos as the new head
of the United States Department of Education.
Like Trump, DeVos has been
a divisive figure in the political world because of her stance
on education. DeVos has been
an advocate for private and
charter schools, as well as for
parents having more freedom
to choose the type of school
to which they want to send
their children. School choice
and charter advocates praised
Trump for his decision to appoint DeVos, while Democratic

activists and public school advocates showed their opposition to the decision. Given that
DeVos is leaning more toward
one side of the education spectrum, I am not exactly sure if
she was the best choice to make
changes in the way our country’s education system is run.
In the United States, the
vast majority of students attends public schools, while a
small minority attends private
schools. Most parents send
their students to public schools
because the costs are lower,
there is more diversity in subject choices and the teachers
are certified instructors. However, public schools still suffer
from issues like large class sizes, and the quality of education
is often not as good as that of
private schools.
With private schools, the
class sizes are smaller, so teachers can focus more on helping
every student without being
overwhelmed. Private schools
also have an overall superior
quality of textbooks and supplies, as well as a more challenging curriculum. Students
at private schools have the opportunity to receive a superior

education compared to students at public schools.
However, private schools are
not ideal for parents with mentally disabled students because
these schools often do not offer special education classes.
Private schools also provide
far less diversity in the courses
that students can take, limiting
what type of education they
can attain.
Like any hot-button issue in
this country, the debate of public versus private education
has benefits and detriments on
both sides. Yet I feel that students need public school more
than they need private school
because public schools are
more financially convenient
and provide more diversity in
the kinds of education afforded
to students.
With DeVos being appointed
the new head of the Department of Education, I think she
needs to consider the fact that
public education is more convenient and diverse for the
families in this country. If DeVos is to push more for private
education during her run as the
head of the Department of Education, she should do it with

the assurance that she will try
fixing some of the issues that
come with private education.
Some families do not have
the money to get their children
into private schools. DeVos can
not just go about pushing private education and expecting
parents to fork up a boatload
of money to get their children
in these types of schools. She
needs to see that the cost of private education should be cut
down to make it affordable for
financially struggling families.
I feel that DeVos and her
family could use some of the
money they have to create programs that would make private education affordable for
financially struggling families.
DeVos is a wealthy woman,
as is her husband, whose family owns the Orlando Magic
basketball team. Her fatherin-law, Richard DeVos, has
been estimated by Forbes to be
worth over $5 billion.
I am confident that DeVos,
as a wealthy woman from a
wealthy family, would face no
real losses by giving up some
of her immense fortune to ensure that all families can afford the kind of education she

wants parents to pursue for
their children.
However, I am not sure that
DeVos is the best person to relate to the struggles that families from all areas of the economic spectrum face. I would
hope that as the head of the
Department Of Education, DeVos would see that everybody
is different and providing all
students in this country with a
proper and diverse education
is more important than anything.
She cannot create division
among the different groups in
the education system throughout the U.S. She has to work
with everyone to come up with
ways to provide students with
quality education without having to make it difficult for families to afford it.
Divisiveness needs to give
way to leading the nation toward an overall improvement
of the quality of education in
the United States.

Nicholas Da Silva, a journalism major, is
in his third year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Letter to the Editor
No, the Campus is Not Divided
Clickbait titles and a fear of bias affect newspapers around the nation - The Montclarion included

J

ournalists
and
reporters
have
an
obligation
report
AUSTIN GREITZ to
news
in the
COLUMNIST
most
balanced, fair and unbiased ways
possible. The Montclarion, as
a student publication in an institution of higher education,
should strive to live up to these
standards of fairness and balance as strictly as possible. Yet
sometimes, the fear of covering
controversial topics can prevent
us from doing this, as can the
desire to attract a large readership. This past week’s article on
the Nov. 16 anti-Trump protest
was a great example of this.
Let’s be clear here: the campus community is not so di-

vided following the election
on Nov. 8, and this fact is one
that is clear to anyone who fully
read the article about the recent
protest. The article stated that a
little over 80 percent of the campus community who voted on
campus voted for a candidate
other than Trump.
So how is it that an 80-20
split is called “divided?” How
is it that a well-organized protest of more than a hundred students, opposed by only about
a dozen students, represents
division? How is it that one of
these dozen counter-protesters
is given a block quote on the
front page of the paper, while
quotes from the more than a
hundred anti-Trump protesters
are relegated to the body of the
article?
The answer is simple: we’ve

allowed ourselves to fall into
the same traps that major news
sources around the world have.
The title of the article? It’s an attempt to prevent accusations of
bias. That block quote? It serves
as a printed form of clickbait.
As a student-run newspaper, we need to do better than
this. We need to hold one another accountable for what
we are printing and spreading
throughout campus. We need
to understand that spinning
a story to make it appear that
our campus community is balanced on an issue, when it is in
fact not balanced, is biased. We
need to understand that putting a block quote of a counter-protester, without at least
balancing it next to one from a
protester, does nothing for our
concern for “balanced” report-

ing. We need to understand
that briefly including the voice
of co-organizer Kevin Ha without citing him, while giving a
great deal of space and citations
to the three counter-protesters
whose quotes were included in
the article, is bias. (Let it also be
noted that Melissa Morillo, another of the protest’s organizers, was quoted in the original
article, albeit under an incorrect
name.)
At the end of the day, what
we need to understand is that
the way we report on issues
at our school reflects how we
will report on issues when we
enter mainstream news outlets.
When we claim that our campus is divided, we aid in the
normalization of the election of
Trump.
It is not normal for a pres-

ident-elect to claim he will appoint as his chief strategist a
man that even members of his
own party recognize as a white
nationalist. It is not normal for
a vice-president-elect to want
to divert money from AIDS
research into torture methods
that attempt to make LGBTQ
people like me claim not to be
who they are. Yet somehow,
mainstream media has made all
these things seem normal—and
even we at Montclair State have
played a part in that.
In short, we need to do better.

Austin Greitz, a gender and LGBTQ
studies major, is in his first year as a
columnist for The Montclarion.

The Montclarion Letter to the Editor Policy:

All letters must be typed via e-mail and be submitted to The Montclarion. Once received, letters or comments are the property of The Montclarion and Montelican
Publishing, Inc. and may be edited for length, content, profanity and libel. Only one letter or comment by an author will be printed each month. Letter and comments
must pertain to issues in The Montclarion articles that occurred in a previous issue. Letters must be submitted through email to montclarionopinion@gmail.com
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Jacksonville chapel
presents Award
Winning Band

7pm - December 3rd

Tickets at eventbrite.com

Professor Naseem Choudhury, Psychology, (left) and Professor Jeremy Teigen, Political Science, (right) teach and mentor Ramapo College students.

Learn in small classes.
Succeed in big ways.
With an average class size of 23, and a student–faculty ratio of 18:1, Ramapo
College offers students an individualized learning experience. Our students
are able to build meaningful, close-working relationships with faculty
members through mentorship, collaboration, and research opportunities.
Each year more than 700 transfer students enroll at Ramapo College,
continuing their studies in one of over 36 undergraduate majors. Discover
how we prepare our students for a lifetime of success.

Ranked by U.S. News
& World Report as one
of the Best Regional
Universities North
category for public
institutions.
Ranked as one of the
“Best Bang-for-theBuck Colleges in the
Northeast” by
Washington Monthly.

Listed by Kiplinger’s as
one of 100 Best Values in
Public Colleges.

As a College of
Distinction, Ramapo
attracts and supports
engaged students,
great teaching, a
vibrant community and
successful outcomes.

Learn more at:
www.ramapo.edu/transfer
or 201-684-7300
505 Ramapo Valley Road, Mahwah, NJ
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Montclair State MFA in Studio
Arts Holds Open Studio Event

Attendees of the Open Studio view displayed works.

Tania Jousa’s creates an octupus tentacle for her piece.

On Nov.18, the Montclair State University MFAs
in Studio Arts opened their workspace to the public. This event happens every year and gives interested attendees the opportunity to meet the artists.
They also get to see current completed works along
with works in progress. The event was free and
was located in Finely Hall on Montclair State University’s campus.

Photos by Ryan Gallagher

Brushes and materials used to create pieces were left out for the Open Studio.
The studio opened at 6 p.m. on Nov. 18.

‘Works-a-Foot 2016’ Proves Montclair
State’s Place in Top 5 Dance Programs

Tess Reynolds
Assistant Entertainment Editor
After seeing the premiere of “Works-a-Foot 2016,”
it was clear why Montclair
State’s dance program was
ranked number five in the
country this year. There is
something so raw and incredibly mesmerizing about the
dancers, as well as the choreography the dance department
presents, and “Works-a-Foot
2016” was no exception.
The night began with
a captivating piece titled “Mad
Rush,” The piece began with
two dancers on stage dressed
in all white, gracefully moving
in sync with one another. Slowly, more dancers began to join

the duo on stage. The dancers
moved fluidly and beautifully
around one another, almost
reminiscent of a school of fish.
Somehow, their bodies were
able to flow and rush past each
other without a single crash,
leaving the audience captivated
by their ability to accomplish
perfect coordination.
The dancers were accompanied by a piano player
whose music suited the movement of the piece perfectly.
With such a wonderful selection starting off the night, the
rest of the pieces had a lot to
live up to.
While I personally have

never considered dance a humorous art form, the final piece
of the first act opened my mind
to the posibility. The piece, titled
“Undone,” featured six dancers
who all appeared to be chickens, or rather, some type of bird,
protecting their eggs. The dancers were borderline obsessed
with keeping their eggs safe,
and when one dancer let her egg
fall and break on the stage, the
dancers screamed. Slowly, each
dancer began to realize they did
not have to protect their eggs,
and could instead throw them
to the ground, causing them to
explode in a dramatic fashion.
Each dancer-bird crushed her

egg until there were only two
dancers left, who also decided
to maliciously hurl their eggs
to the floor. The dance was hysterical and left the audience in a
silly mood to close out the first
act.
The most interesting
piece of the night was the premiere of Christian von Howard’s “to the teeth.” The dance
began with five dancers on
stage standing in the pitch
black holding bright lights in
their hands. The dancers turned
on and off their lights in time
with the music, which was a
series of gasps and breaths. As
the piece went on, the danc-

ers abandoned their handheld
lights and the lights on stage
rose to a dim. The dancers began to move very convulsively,
and their long, black costumes,
imade it appeare as if they were
either witches performing a ritual or possessed. The piece was
very interesting to watch and
left me wanting to learn more.
The night was a perfect
display of all of the amazing
things Montclair State’s dance
department is doing. Some
pieces were confusing, some
were beautiful, but all were extremely fun to watch.
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Phone 973.655.5230
Fax 973.655.7804
E-mail Montclarionsports@gmail.com

“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the
things you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So throw off
the bowlines, sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade

Graduate Studies

TCNJ | Leads the Way
It’s your move.

winds in your sails. Explore. Dream.
– Mark Twain

Discover.”

AT T E N D A

STUDY
ABROAD

INFORMATION
SESSION
Register for our
Graduate Open House!
January 5, 2017

December 7th, 3:30 PM

University Hall 2002
(NEW LOCATION FOR THIS WEEK ONLY)

Find out more by visiting
www.tcnj.edu/gradstudies
Or call 609.771.2300

Global Education Center
www.montclair.edu/global-education/study-abroad/outgoing-students
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Student Artist Profile:
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Joshua Leclerc

One of Joshua Leclerc’s pieces.

Q: What is your biggest motivation?
A: My biggest motivation are
my little brothers. I am the oldest out of five and I have always
been the kind of person to strive
and do things out of the norm
but still try and better myself at
the same time.
Q: How has Montclair State
University fostered you as an
artist?
A: Montclair’s art program
lacks in certain areas, to be to-

Photo courtesy of Joshua Leclerc

tally honest. They did however
improve my drawing skills
drastically from my freshman
year ‘til now. Their drawing
courses are rigorous.
Q: Who are your biggest supporters?
A: My biggest supporters are
my fans and friends. Even
thought I don’t have many fans,
the ones that do enjoy my work
give me feedback that I appreciate, and my friends who are
brutally honest at times help
mold me to a better artist.

Q: Who are your biggest inspirations?
A: My biggest inspirations are
old school illustrators like J.C.
Leyendecker and Milton Glaser
whom have a very unique style
and very fresh style.
Q: What’s your latest project?
A: My last project which is still
ongoing deals with hardships
that kids face while growing up
in poorer neighborhoods.

Photo courtesy of Joshua Leclerc

Joshua Leclerc is a student in
Montclair State’s art program.

Ingrid Jungmann Comes to
Montclair State’s Film Forum
Diego Coya
Staff Writer
Ingrid Jungermann showed
the weekly film forum at Montclair State her first feature film
“Women Who Kill.”
The film was released earlier
this year and was presented
in the Tribeca Film Festival.
Jungermann won best screenplay at the festival. In addition to writing and directing
the film, Jungermann is one of
the main actresses in the film.
“Women Who Kill” takes place

in an LGBTQ community in
Brooklyn. It focuses on two
women, Morgan and Jean, who
are locally famous true crime
podcasters. When Morgan,
played by Jungermann, forms a
relationship with a mysterious
woman named Simone, Jean
suspects that Simone may be a
murderer.
The film was about an hour
and a half long. After it was
over, Jungermann spoke about
her career and how this particular film was very personal to
her. She shared that she want-

ed to make a film that was relatable to a wide audience. Her
take on relationships and love
can be seen as messed up by
some viewers, but most of the
audience members in the forum
felt that it was very powerful
and well done.
Juggermann spoke about
her career and achievements
as a filmmaker, explaining that
she directed several short films
which not only received critical
acclaim, but also were presented in multiple film festivals.
Additionally, Jungermann

co-created a web series “F to
7th,” of which she showed the
class one episode. The show’s
cast includes Amy Sedaris, Michael Showalter, Gaby Hoffmann, Olympia Dukakis and
Janeane Garofalo. Jungermann
explained how she created the
show and how it is currently
in development to appear on
Showtime.
One of the highlights of the
night was when she told the audience that there are plenty of
times where you will hear the
word “no,” but you should nev-

er let that word stop you from
doing what you want.
Jungermann faced a lot of
turn-downs in her career, even
with her web series, which
looked like it was not going to
get made at certain points. She
finished the film forum by telling everyone not give up on
their dreams, and to always go
for it. With her achievements
and films that she showed, it
made for a memorable forum.

Top 10
Songs of
the Week
7. Sirens of Jupiter

1. Bang Bang
by Green Day

by The Olympians

2. You Are Free

8. Don’t Say It

3. Desire Gets in the Way

9. Hold On

by PARTYBABY

by Jimmy Eat World

by American Football

4. Do You Love Someone

by Grouplove

Lead singer of Bastille in 2015.

5. Shelter

by Madeon & Porter Robinson

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org

6. The Currents

by Bastille

by Skies

10. Punks In A Disco Bar

by Beach Slang
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Bruno Mars Brings the ‘Magic’ in Latest
Album 24K Magic and Upcoming Tour
tar without any professional
training and fell in love with
the sounds of Motown and doowop.
Mars’ soulful vocals and instrumentals in his latest album
“24k Magic” are what make
him stand out as an artist. Mars’
new record album features nine
tracks — songs with a nostalgic
‘90s R&B feeling. The catchy
album as a whole will make
anyone get off their seats, dance
and sing along.

Bruno Mars’ new album cover.

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org

Babee Garcia
Staff Writer

taken for a ride. This album is
the best album I’ve ever done.
Out of all three of them…this is
the one.”
Born as Peter Gene Hernandez in Honolulu, Hawaii, singer-songwriter Bruno Mars grew
up with a musically-talented
family. His mother was a singer
and his father was a Latin percussionist from Brooklyn. Mars’
sister Jamie explained that the
nickname “Bruno” came from
his childhood since he displayed tremendous confidence,
independence and was somewhat of a “brute.” Surrounded
by his family, Mars learned to
play instruments like the gui-

Two-time Superbowl performer, four-time grammyaward winner and showstopper Bruno Mars brings the funk
back in his third album “24k
Magic” released on Nov. 18,
along with the announcement
of his upcoming tour in 2017.
“It’s very important that
the world hears this album in
it’s entirety,” Mars explained
to 97.1 AMP Radio on Oct. 19.
“On this album, I really focused
on giving you one continuous
wave. As soon as you put this
album on, you’re going to be

1) “24K Magic”- This was
first song released from the album. With some autotune mixing and phrases, Mars definitely
created a record worth jamming
out to. The sayings that caught
my attention the most were “I’m
a dangerous man with some
money in my pocket. Keep up!”
and “Why you mad? Fix your
face.” His sense of humor is
shown throughout the song as a
way to encourage his fans to get
up and move those hips.
2) “Chunky”- Listening to the
female vocals and the organ
playing felt like a time-warp to
the 1970s when there were “daisy dukes and big ole hoops,” as
sung by Mars. The song is about
admiring women that make
their money and their sex appeal, not referring specifically to
curvaceous women. “Chunky”
was a term used years ago to
say “cool” or “nice.”

3) “Perm”- “Throw some
perm on your attitude cause girl
you gotta relax,” Mars shouts
and screams like James Brown.
If there is one word to describe
this track, it would be groovy.

women out there. There is Halle Berry’s voicemail message
towards the end of the song.
Mars ends up calling her back
though... with no response on
her end.

4) “That’s What I Like”- This
song talks about the Hawaiian
superstar liking to jump into cadillacs, diamonds and strawberry champagne. Who wouldn’t
like all of those things?

8) “Finesse”- This song reminds me of Bell Biv Devoe’s
classic song “Poison” in the
chorus with the drumbeat. It
talks about confidence.

5) “Versace on the Floor”- If
you ever need a romantic song
to play while in the arms of
your significant other, this is
the one for you. “Versace on
the Floor” is my favorite song
on the album, alternating the
mood from up-beat to nice and
slow. Mars’ singing is similar to
Michael Jackson’s “Human Nature.” When you hear this song,
imagine a room full of rose
pedals and a bottle of the finest
wine. It’s definitely not one for
children to hear.
6) “Straight Up & Down”- I’m
pretty sure this song was created one night with a lot of liquor
and hormones. It’s describing
how a man is tipsy at the club,
notices a beautiful woman and
tells her how much fun they
will have. We get it, Bruno
Mars. You sure do have a way
with wooing a girl, Casanova.
7) “Calling All the Lovelies”Pick up the phone, cause Bruno
Mars is calling all the lovely

9) “Too Good to Say Goodbye”- If you thought that “If I
Was Your Man” was the best
break-up anthem from Bruno
Mars, this song sounds just
as sincere. The song is saying, “There is too much good
in our relationship to throw it
all away. I am not perfect, but
we love each other still and we
should still be together.”
According to Live Nation,
Bruno Mars has sold more than
one million tickets for his “24K
Magic” Tour next year. Fifteen
shows had to be added due to
popular demand, including five
shows in the New York CIty
area. If you have never seen this
talented man perform live, you
should. I attended his concert in
Raleigh, NC for the Moonshine
Jungle Tour in 2014. It was an
incredible, entertaining phenomenon from start to finish.
The choreography, the lighting,
the vocals and the energy from
the crowd was electrifying.

‘Bleed for This’ is a Clichéd Boxing Film
Bryan Sudfield
Staff Writer

“Bleed for This” was one of
the few films for the Oscar season that I was pretty excited to
see. I love boxing films, with
some of them being my favorite
films of all time, like “Rocky,”
“Raging Bull” and “The Fighter.”
“Bleed for This” is based on
the true story of former world
champion Vinny Pazienza, who
tried to get back in the ring after
suffering a serious car accident
that almost took his life. Miles
Teller portrays the ItalianAmerican boxer, and we know
that Teller is an actor who can
do well when given the right
material. He has succeeded in
great films like “The Spectacular Now” and “Whiplash,” but
how does this one measure up?
It upsets me to report that
this wasn’t a strong film like
the boxing films I mentioned,

as well as some of Teller’s other
works. This isn’t a bad film by
any means. However, it was
extremely disappointing for me
personally. I’ll start off by saying, Teller is fantastic as Pazienza, as is Aaron Eckhart who portrays Pazienza’s trainer, Kevin
Rooney. Their back-and-forth is
brilliant, and I thought of them
as another Rocky and Mickey.
The acting performances are
good, but the film surrounding
them isn’t superb.
The story is basic and not very
compelling. You would think a
story about “the greatest comeback in boxing history” would
be great, but it falls flat. The
film lacks any emotional depth
that we’ve seen in recent boxing films, particularly “Creed”
from last year. I wish the fim
had more layers around Pazienza’s family, as the film gives

them an extensive amount of
screen time. If the development
of the family’s narrative was
more extensive, then I could’ve
been more engrossed by their
presence, especially Pazienza’s
father/manager.
How are the boxing scenes?
Unfortunately, they weren’t
well-done
or
memorable.
Whenever you go into a boxing
film, you want to enjoy those
sequences and this film doesn’t
have any that were well-done.
The film tried too hard to imitate the boxing scenes from
more acclaimed films.
I really wanted more from
“Bleed for This,” and I was let
down by it. I recommend waiting for Redbox or Netflix to see
it. There’s no need to rush out
and watch it in the theatre.
Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org

Art Imitates Life in Serpentine
Psychological Thriller
Noah Orent
Staff Writer
In September 2009, worldrenowned fashion designer
Tom Ford made his directorial debut with the Academy
Award–nominated drama “A
Single Man,” which went on to
win the GLAAD Media Award
for Outstanding Film – Wide
Release and the Venice International Film Festival’s Queer
Lion Award.
More than seven years later,
Ford tried to recreate his past
success with “Nocturnal Animals,” a tantalizing yet toxic
cautionary tale that mostly succeeds in making viewers think
long and hard about the consequences of their life choices.
Based on the 1993 Austin
Wright novel “Tony and Susan,” the film stars Amy Adams as Susan Morrow, a suc-

cessful art gallery owner who
is disillusioned with the superficial world in which she
lives in. After receiving the
manuscript for a soon-to-bepublished crime novel written
by her ex-husband, Edward
Sheffield played by Jake Gyllenhaal, Susan is immediately
drawn into the world of the
story—which revolves around
a family man’s quest to avenge
the brutal rape and murder of
his wife and teenage daughter—and soon finds herself
forced to relive the mistakes
she made.
While its numerous twists
and turns leave the audience
in constant suspense, “Nocturnal Animals” is hindered by an
almost incoherent narrative.
The script, which was penned

by Ford, attempts to weave
together three separate storylines: the present-day events,
the events of the story-withinthe-story and the events surrounding Susan’s relationship
with Edward. Unfortunately,
Ford spends too much time
cutting back and forth between
them, disrupting the flow of the
narrative to the point where it
becomes difficult for viewers to
become fully invested.
Furthermore, the final act
leaves viewers with more questions than answers, making it
feel as though Ford didn’t take
the time to consider what audiences would think once they
left the theatre. But despite this,
Ford creates an atmosphere
that, when combined with the
cast’s layered performances,

leaves the audience gripping
their seats from start to finish.
Adams, who recently starred
in Denis Villeneuve’s critically
acclaimed science-fiction film
“Arrival,” brilliantly depicts
a guilt-ravaged woman who
struggles to overcome the guilt
she has felt for most of her life.
She gives such a naturalistic
performance that it often feels
like the audience is literally following in Susan’s footsteps.
Gyllenhaal’s dual performance as Edward and Tony
Hastings, the story-within-thestory’s main protagonist, is
perhaps the best performance
of his career. It is not easy for
one actor to portray two completely different characters,
but Gyllenhaal proves he is
up to the task by allowing ev-

erything he says or does to be
done with a definite vulnerability that makes viewers feel for
both characters.
Rounding out the main cast
are Michael Shannon and
Aaron Taylor-Johnson, both
of whom portray characters
in Edward’s novel. Shannon
is impressive as as Bobby Andes, a grizzled detective whose
enigmatic motives for helping
Tony leaves the audience desperate to know more, while
Taylor-Johnson steals the show
as Ray, the novel’s psychopathic primary antagonist who is
nothing short of vile.
Incoherence aside, “Nocturnal Animals” is an appealing
film that reminds this reviewer
of an exotic plant: beautiful to
look at but dangerous to touch.
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Montclair State Athletes Participate in
Call Center Fundraiser, Raise $1,500
for University Athletics
Bryanna Luciano
Contributing Writer

Picture walking into your first
interview. You’re anxious and
you’re nervous because the job
is at a call center. Most typical
call center jobs require people
to interact over the phone with
outside parties to solicit orders
for goods or services, request
donations or collect information. You must be able to contact businesses or private individuals by phone, respond to
questions clearly and follow up
on initial contacts.
However, what happens
when every single one of the
candidates have zero experience in this field and have never
worked in a call center before?
This may seem like a recipe for
disaster, but for Montclair State
Athletics, it turned out to be a
tremendous success.
Montclair State student athletes, representing numerous
sports teams, sat beside one
another in the call center on
Thursday, Nov. 17, wearing
matching headsets. There was
no interview process; they just
volunteered for something out
of their comfort zone—raising
money for University Athletics.
Initially, the expressions displayed on the athletes’ faces appeared to be timid and nervous.
As the night continued, these
expressions all disappeared
and were replaced with cheesy
smiles. After each pledge, the
excitement was immediately
displayed on each athlete’s face
as they high-fived one another
and cheered in delight.
A total of 15 student athletes

filled the room, including representatives from men’s and
women’s lacrosse, baseball and
softball. Field hockey, women’s
soccer, football, women’s basketball, volleyball and swimming and diving athletes have
also participated in previous
calling events.
The first call center fundraiser
took place in November 2015.
Montclair State Athletics has
delightedly participated in all
its call center events, aiming to
have about one or two events in
the call center per semester.
This event is a joint effort between University Advancement
and Montclair State Athletics.
The Annual Fund team of University Advancement runs the
training and provides the technical support that is necessary
in the call center. However, the
fundraiser would not be possible without the support of
University Athletics and, particularly, the student athletes.
A brief training session took
place prior to the event where
dinner was provided for the
student athletes. Without any
prior work experience in the
call center, Montclair State student athletes successfully accomplished their mission and
received 18 pledges, with a total
of $1,500 raised.
Beth Gottung, the director of
Development for Athletics and
University Advancement was
proud of the event’s success.
“It is a great opportunity to
raise funds for athletics, but
even more importantly, it’s an
opportunity to reconnect with
our alumni and friends,” Gottung said.

Student Athletes participated in a Call Center Fundraiser
raisinig over $1,500.
Gottung explains that the student athlete callers who participated in this event had the opportunity to speak directly with
Montclair State alumni. When
speaking with the alumni, athletes could share stories about
their success with Montclair
State athletics and the school’s
education. Athletes can also inform callers about any university updates, while additionally
thanking donors for their gifts.
“This is a great educational
opportunity for our students on
the importance of philanthropy,” Gottung said.
Although walking into something without any experience may seem intimidating,
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Montclair State student athletes showed their strengths in
maturity and dedication after
achieving a task many others
may have given up on.
Within the $1,500 raised for
athletics, a $500 credit card gift
was received and donated to
the swimming and diving team.
Without a doubt, Head Swim
Coach Brian McLaughlin’s reaction must have resembled a
child in a candy shop upon receiving the excellent news.
Not only did the call center
event bring Montclair State
alumni and current student
athletes together and build
stronger relationships, it also allowed students to improve their

communication skills and gain
confidence. Amanda Lombardi,
a member of the Montclair State
softball team experienced that
first hand.
“This fundraiser was an excellent way to bring me out of my
comfort zone,” Lombardi said.
“At first, I was nervous about
speaking to former alumni
softball players because I have
never participated in a call center event, but after a few phone
calls, I started to get a rhythm
flowing similar to a pitcher
getting comfortable on the
mound.”

Montclair State Men’s Hockey is Back on the
Ice This Weekend After Back-to-Back Losses
Montana Peschler
Staff Writer

The Montclair State men’s
hockey team will be back in
action Saturday, Dec. 3 for a
matchup, away from home,
at Sienna College. The Red
Hawks have not played a
game since Nov. 19, when they
lost 5-2 to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI).
The team had just suffered
a 6-0 loss the night before play-

just two minutes left, thanks to
Matt Hazuda. The first period
ended with a score of 1-1, and
the game looked like healthy
competition.
However, the second period did not harness much action against RPI’s goalie. RPI
put two goals past Montclair
State’s goalie, Bradley Odgers,
to end the period with a 3-1

ing RPI. They were determined
to get back on the winning
track, but RPI had different
plans.
The Red Hawks were missing both captains—Preziosi
due to fighting, and Sam Enright due to an injury. Once
the puck dropped, Montclair
State shaved down their penalty minutes and scored with

lead.
There was still hope for the
Red Hawks as Michael Buckel
celebrated his goal off a pass
from Matt Cofrancesco. The
game seemed optimistic once
the Red Hawks had two goals
up on the board, but it wasn’t
enough for the comeback win.
RPI scored two more goals to
eventually win the game with

a score of 5-2.
The Red Hawks are 8-5-1 in
the American Collegiate Hockey Association and 2-2-1 in the
Men’s Division 2 Super East
Collegiate Hockey League.
The next home game will be
Friday, Jan. 13 at 1 p.m. against
the University of New Hampshire.

This Week in Red Hawk Sports
THURS 12/1
No Games

FRI 12/2

SAT 12/3

SUN 12/4

No Games

Men’s Swimming at
Misericordia
University
1 p.m.

Women’s Indoor
Track at Fairleigh
Dickinson University
Knights Classic

Women’s Swimming
at Misericordia
University
1 p.m.

Men’s Indoor
Track at Fairleigh
Dickinson University
Knights Classic

MON 12/5
No Games

TUES 12/6
No Games

WEDS 12/7
Women’s
Basketball vs.
William Paterson
University
8 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
vs. William
Paterson University
6 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
at Rutgers-Newark
6 p.m.
Men’s Basketball at
Rutgers-Newark
8 p.m.

Red Hawks Women’s Basketball: 68
Stevens Institute of Technology: 48
Red Hawks Men’s Basketball: 67
Utica College: 58
Red Hawks Women’s Basketball : 62
Kean University: 53

Red Hawk Recap
Red Hawks Men’s Basketball: 62
Kean University: 54
Men’s Swimming at Franklin &
Marshall Invite: 9th Place
Women’s Swimming at Franklin &
Marshall Invite: 13th Place

Red Hawks Women’s Basketball: 65
Hamilton College: 32
Red Hawks Women’s Basketball: 65
Williams College: 46
Red Hawks Men’s Basketball : 98
Brooklyn College: 99 (2OT)
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Rachel Krauss Could be the Key for the
Women’s Basketball Team this Season
Daniel Falkenheim
Web Editor

“She’s on fire!”
That’s what iconic NBA Jam
announcers would have said if
senior guard Rachel Krauss’s
16 point second-half performance was played inside of a
’90s arcade machine instead of
Panzer Athletic Center.
Krauss snapped her cold
streak on Tuesday night and
scored a season-high 24 points
on 6-10 shooting from beyond
the arc—after shooting only 15
percent from three in the team’s
first four games.
Krauss’s effort propelled
the Montclair State women’s
basketball team to a 68-48 victory over Stevens Institute of
Technology as the Red Hawks
earned their fifth consecutive
victory to start the 2016-17 season.
“It feels really good that
[my shots] finally dropped tonight,” Krauss said after the
game. “You know, my confidence was down a little bit
after the first four games. But
my teammates and my coaches
kept telling me, ‘Keep shooting, keep shooting, they’re going to go in.’”
Krauss nailed a half court,
buzzer-beating three to end
the third quarter that sent the
crowd and Montclair State’s
bench into a frenzy. Smiles,
high fives and fist bumps appeared up and down the Red
Hawk bench after every Krauss
three.
The outburst of emotion
wasn’t because Krauss’s performance was unexpected, but
because Krauss finally broke

After a slow start to the season, senior guard Rachel Krauss
unleashed a barrage from the three-point line against Stevens
on Monday night.
through and re-emerged as a
dynamic scoring threat.
“It’s huge for us,” Head
Coach Karin Harvey said after
the game. “It opens everything
up; we get a lot of confidence.
She gives us a big lift. I’ve been
saying to her, ‘Don’t worry
about it, just keep shooting.’

Tonight is a nice night for her
to catch fire. And I’m happy for
her because she works so, so
hard.”
The Red Hawks were missing the precise shooting stroke
from Krauss throughout the
team’s first four games—even
though Krauss has been taking
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high-quality shots. But Krauss’s
offensive output could be the
difference between the Red
Hawks being a New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) championship team and a team that
can go deep into the NCAA
Tournament.
When she’s off, the Red

Hawks’ offensive problems
are exacerbated. The lanes to
the basket shrink and junior
forward Katie Sire sometimes
becomes the team’s only source
of offense. When Krauss is on,
all of their problems seem to go
away. The women’s basketball
team plays with newfound confidence after every made three.
There’s more space on the floor.
And, Montclair State gets bigger leads and some much needed breathing room.
Despite shaky shooting
numbers to start the season,
Krauss has been playing well.
She has made an impact on
the offensive and defensive
glass—partly because of her
superior height and length at
the guard position, and partly
because of her scrappy effort
—and she rarely turns the ball
over. Krauss’s offensive ability,
though, makes the Red Hawks
a more dangerous team.
“Being able to to shoot the
three is going to be a big part
of how many points we score,
and if our offense is working or
not,” Krauss said.
No kidding. If Krauss has
performances like the one she
had on Tuesday night, it will
make things easier for Montclair State throughout the 201617 season.
The Red Hawks will be back
in NJAC action against Ramapo
College on Nov. 30 at Panzer
Athletic Center. For a complete recap of the game, go to
themontclarion.org.

Sportscaster Joe
Buck Comes
to Yogi Berra
Museum
Daniel Waffenfeld
Sean McChesney
Staff Writers

Emmy-winning sportscaster
Joe Buck came to the Yogi Berra
Museum on Nov. 17 to discuss
his new book entitled “Lucky
Bastard My Life, My Dad, and
the Things I’m Not Allowed to
Say on TV.”
He explained to the audience
that his book, released just two
days before the event, centers
on sports, his career and the
lessons he’s learned along the
way. To start off, he talked
about his career on air at Fox
Sports, his family life and how
he prepares to cover games.
He also threw in some of his
most comical stories.
“I’ve been surrounded by
sports my whole life,” Buck
said in his introduction. “There
were a lot of wonderful influences, sports figures and athletes around me from a young
age that really motivated me
into the field.”
While he was educating the
audience on his life, he was also
informative about his interest
in sports, his involvement and
his passion that drove him to

his success.
There were many fans in attendance excited to see the
famed and well-credentialed
broadcaster. One of these was
Craig Nordquist.
“Joe Buck is the voice of the
World Series and has significantly made an impact in the
game,” Nordquist said.
Many were looking forward
to meeting him, with questions
in hand regarding sports and
the television world.
Afterthe event, WMSC’s Sean
McChesney and Nick Flaherty
interviewed Buck about an array of topics, from creating his
book to his career and even his
Super Bowl predictions.
Buck’s job, in his own words,
“is extremely fun, emotional
and entertaining.” He explained, “This is the best way
to start a career, and I love
what I do each and every day.
It’s one of the reasons why
I wrote the book, because I
wanted people to see the real
me and not just the guy covering the games.”
After a night of stories, laughs
and applause, Buck took pictures with audience members.
He autographed books for

Joe Buck discusses his new book
released earlier this month.
those who purchased a copy
and took some time to chat. He
was able to connect with guests
and even give some advice to
aspiring reporters, journalists
or those interested in entering
the field.
David Kaplan, the director of the Yogi Berra Museum,
planned the event and explained that “having someone
of his stature is always a delight. He is someone you hear
and see that covers every major
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game you can think of.”
“Lucky Bastard” took a little
longer to be released than expected, but is predicted to become a success.
“I worked with Michael
Rosenberg of Sports Illustrated
to perfect it, and we wrote it because I wanted people to have
a better understanding of who
I am and get it all out there to
entertain and teach others.”
The purpose of the book is
to take a different approach

and reach out to those following sports who are interested
in learning more about broadcasters, especially Buck’s career and how he got where he
is today.
Many people have already
purchased his book and are enjoying that it covers Buck’s life
in addition to sports journalism. “Lucky Bastard” can be
purchased online on Amazon
or at any bookstore.

